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1. Let /2 be an open subset of the n-dimensional Euclidian
space R(n>_2) and f be a continuous function on the boundary of
9(l_<i_<m). Riquier’s problem for a polyharmonic equation z/u-0
on/2 is to find a function u such that zlu-0 in I2 and (--l)-u=f on
the boundary of I2 for each i(1 i < m).
For a unit disk it was solved by Riquier and for a bounded open
M. It5 [2].
by
set
In this note we shall show that for an unbounded open subset
its problem can be solved by means of Wiener ideal boundary A and
Wiener harmonic boundary F of (Theorem 3).
Let f be a continuous function on Aw(1 < i< m). Then there exists
a function h(,,...,) on 0 such that
Ah(,,...,) =0
in 9 and for each i (1<i< m), on F
(- )- h,,,...,) =f
if and only if satisfies the condition

for some point x in

,

G-)(x,

where

y)dy < +

Ga being the Green function of

,

y)-_[. ._[G

a(x, z1)G a(z, z) G (z_, y)dzdzz. dz_z.
G’-)(x,
2. Let O be an open subset of R n. We call a real valued function
u in the class CZ(O) is polyharmonic of order m in O if we have in O
u=O.

Ox

For the Green unction G, of 9 and an integer i21, we put
Zl)G(z z).. G(z_ y)dZldZ dZ_l
By a suitable normalization we have (-A)G)(x,y)-e in 9,
where is the Dirac measure at x.
From now on, let m( 1) be a fixed integer and i be any integer
lim. As to the solution o Riquier’s problem, M. It5 [2] proved
Lemma 1. Let 9 be a bounded open subset of R and (f) be a

I

G(X,

.

system of bounded continuous functions on the boundary
of
Then there exist m positive Radon measures () (lim) on 9, and
the function
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.

(Y)- de(t).c, (Y)
H,(x (fi)=l)
i=1
is polyharmonic of order m in
o balayaged measures of
Remark 1 The above system (e (i)
O) on 9 satisfies
(, O,

...,

(y)
and

H (x)

or each i(1 < i < m)

or any bounded continuous unction f on 39, where H is the solution

of the Dirichlet problem in 9 for the boundary value f.
Let 9 be an open subset of R and (9)= be an exhaustion
namely a sequence of relatively compact open subsets of 9 such that
9c9+ and =9-9. Then by Lemma 1 we have a sequence
(() )= o positive Radon measures for each i(1<i< m).
Now we shall define Wiener functions of order as follows.
Denition. We shall cll a bounded continuous function f on
a Wiener unction of order if for any exhaustion {}= of
the
sequence

converges at eaeh

f()gs]()
=1

oint z in 9.

We denote by W(9) the totality of Wiener functions of order
on 9 and for f in W(9) we

h() lim [f()ds()
and W(9) {f W(D) h =0 on 9} (1< i < m).
We note tha a function in W’(9) (or W(9))

is a usual Wiener
function (or Wiener otential) on 9 (el. [1]).
Nor brevity we say that D satisfies the condition [i] if
G-(,

)g < +

for some oint z in D. By the condition [i] we have the finiteness
the above integral for any oin in D.
As to the class W(D) we shall show
The we hve
ope bet oI R
Theorem 1. Let D be
W()(9) W()(9) and W)(9)= Wl)(9) if and only if 9 satisfies the condition [i].
Proof. Let f be a bounded continuous function on 9 and
By Remark 1, we have
be an exhaustion of

.

.

G;

de()_.. ),

G is the Green function of 9. If f is in
each point x in 9, lim [f(y)del:(y) hl)(x).
J
where

W()(9) then for
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By the condition [i], for each point z in 9

< sup f(x).. G(-(z, y)dy + c,

(f(Y)d x,c (y)) (-(x,

therefore we know lim [f(y)&),(y)-[h})(x)G-l)(x, z)dx and so f is

Hence we have W(’)(9)c W()(9) and similarly
W) (9).
We shall show the inverse inclusions W()(9)c W(’)(9) and
c W’)(9). Its proof is suggested by M. It6.
Let x0 be a fixed point in 9 and o be a non-negative C(-’)-function
with compact support which is invariant under rotation around x0 and
in W()(9).

If

f

is in W(9), then the sequence

converges at eaeh

oint

H()G2(z, )

in D, so bg the condition [i] the sequence

{I ()(I1) (, )(_ )-1@())} 1
Since

,(z)

=.[-(,, )(-A)-p,()d for sueient large , we have
[j

,

(x, z)(- )-

dx

H](x)Ax)dx- H(Xo).
Hence the sequence

f()gs()

eonverges at a point

,

and so

Similarly we have W(9) W(D).
Conversely if W(9)=W(9), 1 being in W((9), we have the
condition [i].
By heorem 1, we have
Corollar7 1. The eoditio [m]
w(l N(9)=
(9) d N?()- N?(91-.
As to a function h we shall show two lemmas.
Lemma Z. I 9 atie the eoditio [i] d f i i W(D) the
we hae A h} 0 i
Proof. Let f be in W(D) and {9}L be an exhaustion

f is in W(9).

.

h()-.[h}()G-(, )g.

Hence (-- A)-h(z)= h}() in
and h} being harmonic, we have Ah -0 in D.
Lemma 3. I 9 atie the eogitio [i]
f i i W(D), the
f-(-A)-h i i W(9).
Proof. By Lemma
(--A)-h is harmonic, so it is in
and f--(--A)-h is in
W(9),

,
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Moreover for an exhaustion {t9}__ of tO we have
(f(y)--(--A)

-l()(’z()

(y)

f(y) ,,,(y)

="

(
)d ,,,(y)

(z)

z)dz

-(-A)-h) (z)G;1)(x, z)dz,

then
lim

(f(y)-(--)i-lh(f) (y)) de ,,(y)

(

h}) (x)
and so f--(--z/)-h})
3.

z)-h}) (z)G (- ) (x, z)dz h (x) h (x) O,

is in W0()(2) W0()(2).
In this section we always assume that

/2 is an open

set satis-

fying the condition [m].
Let 95 be a Wiener compactification o/2, /w- 9"-/2 and Fw be a
harmonic boundary o 95 (cf. [1]). We note that Fw-(x e Aw f(x)-O
for any f in W0()(9)}.
We shall show the following
Theorem 2. Let {9}__ be an exhaustion of 9, then the sequence
{e(,}__ converges vaguely in 9" for each point x in/2(1<i< m), and
-()
its limit, then
if we denote by x

where R () is the support of the measure x(i)
Proof. We know that W(9)-C(9") (cf. [1] Satz 9.3), so or any
function in C(tO*) its restriction on tO is in W()(t9).

Therefore the sequence

,,
.
f(

converges for any f in

F. Let f be a bounded continuous
such that f=0 on F and f* be a continuous unction
unction on
on 2" such that f*=f on z/. Then f* being in W0()(2),
C(9")

Next we shall show

(

f(Y)d)(Y) lim f*(y)d(:(y)-O.
f
f
_R F.
So()-F

(cf. [1] Satz 8.5), it suffices to
This means ()
Since
show S() S).
Let f be in C(A) and f* be in C(9") such that f*--f on
Then for each k,

ff*
.f
S,()

(y)"de() -,,,(y

Since the restriction

and so

)-lj [\jf*(y)de( (y)) G(l)(x

f* on 9 is in W()(D),

(y)de() (y)

; (f(y)d()(y))

z)dz.

we have

G-)(x, z)dz.
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Finally we shall treat Riquier’s problem or an open set t9 satisfying the condition [m] and show the ollowing
Theorem 3. Let fi be in C(Aw) (l<i<m). Then there exists a
function h(,.,..., in [2 such tha$

in [2 and

for each i(1 <i< m),

on

Fw

(-A)-h (f ,f u, "",f m) f
Proof. Let f* be in C(tO$) such that f*-f on Aw(l<i< m).
Then by Corollary 1 the restriction of f* on tO is in W()(/2) and so

h!(x)

I f(Y)de()(Y)

We put

h(,,.,...,.)(x)- h},(x),
then by Lemma 2, h(z,,...,z) is polyharmonic of order m in
each i(1 < i < m),
i=1

( A) i- lh (f,f,"’,fm) (x)--(--A)i-lh(i’)*(x)+f,

( ---"2/ ik=i+l

and tor

(k),vf(X).

Since

E

h(Y)G(-I) (x, y)dy
()

i-ih()(x)--(--)i-i

: --1)h}/(z)G(

k=i+l

k

-)

(y

z)dz) G,(x, y)dy,

we know it is in W)(9). On the other hand
hence (--A)i-ih(,,...,/) can be continuously extended over
For each point x in F, we have
(-- )i-ih (f , f ,’" ", fro) (x)- (-- )i-lh (x)

95.

f
Remark 2. Conversely if 9 has such a solution as h(,,...,),
then 9 satisfies the condition [m].
If 9 is an unbounded open subset of Rn(n3) with
Remark

.

finite volume, then sup

y)dy +
[G,(x,
J

and for any point x in

oreover

the oint a infinity
for each i(1<i< m), the above theorem may be
being contained in
an extension of Lemma 1.
4. Let 9 be an oen subset of R(2) and be a non-negative
continuously differentiable function on D.
We consider on D an elliptic differential equation"

Hence D satisfies the condition [m].

S2

L= (A-)=A--=0.

We shall see that in this ease, similarly to the equation A=0, the
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above discussions succeed.
If we assume that p is bounded from below by a positive constant,
for the Green function G,, of the equation L,u-O on/2, we have

sup
x9

y)dy + c.
[G,(x,
J

Hence in this case we know

,

(x, y)dy

sup

G,(x, y)dy

<+c

for each point x in tg, where

e(pTl)(x,

y)--" "ep,9(X, Zl)ep,2(Zl’ Z2)"

ep, l(Zm_2, Y)dZldZ2"

"dzm_2,

and so the condition [m] is satisfied in this case.
be its ideal
Let 95 be a p-Wiener compactification of tg,
boundary and
be its harmonic boundary (c. [3]), then we shall
have analogously to Theorem 3 the following
Theorem 4. We assume that p is bounded from below by a positive constant. Let f be in C(zl)(l<i<m). Then there exists a
function hS,,...,) on [2 such that (L)hS,,...,)-O- in [2 and for
each i(1 i m), on

Aw

F

F

(--L)-hS,,...,) =f.
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